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Power-law behavior and Spectral Weight (SW) transfer 

(Left) Optical conductivity (5 K) compared with non-interacting band theory 
calculation (DFT). The blue-shaded area highlights the correlations-induced SW 
transfer. (Right) Differential plot highlighting the scale of the SW reduction. 
(Bottom) Phase diagram for correlation strength defined by SW reduction in 
various Dirac materials. ZrSiSe is found to be moderately correlated in this 
quantitative approach.

(Top) Nano-optical imaging 
experimental setup. Near-
infared light is focused onto
a metallic tip and register 
plasmons launched by an 
underlying Au antenna 
(bottom left) or reflected 
from sample edges.

The anisotropic plasma 
frequencies in ZrSiSe lead to
a hyperbolic regime, where 
the isofrequency surface 
becomes a hyperbola:
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Hyperbolic plasmons propagate through ZrSiSe

Fermi surface of ZrSiSe, with square-shaped NLs is shown in the left. Band 
structure calculations have indicated that including electron-electron 
interactions (GW) leads to renormalization of the NL, creating “flatter” NL bands
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Flatter Nodal-lines and electronic correlations

Highlights:
• Nodal-line (NL) metals host Dirac-like band 

crossing along lines/loops in the Brillouin zone [1]. 
The reduction of kinetic energy along the line 
direction are measured directly through optical 
spectroscopy and compared with theory [2]. 

• Nano-optical imaging reveal propagating 
hyperbolic plasmons in ZrSiSe in the IR range with 
band-structure-engineered loss reduction [3].

ZrSiSe

SW transfer in ZrSiSe and other Dirac materials
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